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FIFA/AFC Referees Activities
1. AFC Technical Analysis Zoom Sessions 2020
In light of the Covid-19 pandemic, football activities, trainings and matches
throughout the world have come to a pause as we unite to overcome these difficult
times and support our front liners.
Nevertheless, while football was kept on hold, the activities and sessions to improve
and enhance both men and women AFC match officials continued remotely through
online sessions. Weekly technical match analysis were conducted by AFC through online
Zoom sessions for all regions in Asia since mid-April. Referees were required to submit
their responses of the video clips on a weekly basis which were subsequently analysed
together with the Referee Technical Educator in preparation for the recommencement
of football activities.
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2. AFC Referees Academy
Our AFC Referees Academy participants, namely Class 1 Referee Lim Liang Yi and
Muhammad Zulfiqar, have been progressing gradually through the second year in the
renowned programme. In spite of the Covid-19 pandemic that has affected travel
restrictions around the world, the activities and programme remained on course
through consistent and numerous online sessions.
Referees were provided a series of technical activities and physical fitness tasks
which had to be completed and submitted on a weekly basis. The demands and
expectations of the referees were not compromised as the relevant technical and
fitness instructors steered them in the right direction.
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Referees Development
1. Singapore Premier League Referees & Instructors
Referees officiating in the Singapore Premier League (SPL) were required to train at
least four times a week to meet strict fitness requirements demanded by the physical
conditions of the games. Besides the weekly fitness training sessions conducted by
FIFA fitness instructor M. Ganesan, they were given further tasks by local fitness
instructor Muhammad Syarqawi to be completed during the week.
To supplement the weekly fitness training sessions, a customised programme of higher
intensity was created for the SPL referees and closely monitored by the fitness
instructors during this unprecedented situation.
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In the analysis sessions, referees and technical instructors gathered to review and
analyse match clips from the Singapore Premier League, FIFA, and other leagues
around the world. Quizzes & Video Trivia were subsequently conducted to test their
knowledge and interpretation of the Laws of the Game.

Referee assessors, who play an equally important role in the game, were also involved
during this period as they undergo technical sessions led by FIFA Technical Instructor
John Chia to upgrade their knowledge and understanding. Online Zoom sessions were
held on a weekly basis, focusing on the technical analysis of match incidences as well
as enhancing their assessment capability, presentations and teaching methods.
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2.
3. Progressive
FAS Futsal Tournament
Training Sessions & Referees Development Group
37 referees from the 2018 batch kicked
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3. FIFA Laws of the Game Updates
During the 134th AGM in Belfast, Northern Ireland early this year, the International
FA Board (IFAB) approved a number of amendments and clarifications of the Laws of
the Game for 2020/21, which came into force as of 1 June 2020.
To update and align understanding of the changes in the Laws of the Game, the
Referees Department conducted online webinars in the month of June for referees and
referee instructors/assessors across all levels prior to the resumption of football
matches.
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4. FIFA Online Refereeing Course
Tapping on the available courses under FIFA’s Online Classroom Tool, the Referees
Department conducted a four-day course over two weekends in June and July for SPL
Referees and Assistant Referees as well as selected referees from the Development
Group.
The Online Classroom Tool was introduced by FIFA as an alternative way to continue
their mission of supporting and improving refereeing globally amidst the global pandemic
and social distancing restrictions.

FIFA Technical Instructor, Mr Charles Cheung, from Hong Kong led the discussion in
key topics such as handball, tactical fouls, challenges and penalty area incidents to
ensure that participants were aligned in their understanding and interpretation based
on the latest amendments of the Laws of the Game.
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Referee Instructors were also engaged in a separate session to enhance their technical
knowledge and understanding on key areas including teaching methodology for referees
and coaching techniques.
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Other Activity
‘Off the Bar’ Stay Home Edition with Singapore Referees

Three of our referees - FIFA Referee Ms Abirami Naidu, Class 2 Referee Mr Felix
Tan and FAS Referee Instructor/Former FIFA Referee, Mr Sukhbir Singh – were
invited to feature on the show where they shared their experiences and had discussions
on general refereeing issues. The live session, which took place over Facebook, also
saw the trio interact with the audience through a Q&A segment.
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Fitness Training Methods
Training 1
High intensity (HI) aerobic endurance:





15 minutes:
Warming up: jogging and mobility exercises + dynamic stretching
HI exercise:
o 4 to 5 sets of 1km < 4min 30sec.
o Recovery between sets – 4 minutes
o Intensity – to 90% of your HR max.
Core stability exercises

 Cool down: 5 minutes jogging. Static stretching
Training 2
Repeated Sprint Ability:


15 minutes:
Warming up: jogging and mobility exercises + dynamic stretching
 3 or 4 sets of 6 minutes
o 1 set (each 6 minutes):
 3 minutes: 3 seconds sprint/ 27 seconds combination of: jogging,
sideways
 3 minutes: 2 seconds sprint/ 18 seconds combination of: jogging,
sideways,
o Recovery between sets – 4’

 Cool down: 5 minutes jogging. Static stretching.
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